
Chapter 3318 

George Han is not attacking, and even put away the jade sword in his hand. 

But what is outrageous is that there are thousands of swords hanging above his head. Although he does 

not have enough momentum and abnormal sense of being in the air, but precisely because he is so 

close, he is slowly and urgently everywhere. sense and threat. 

A sword is already outrageous enough, and this time there are still a lot of them, isn’t this goddamn 

hopeless? ! 

However, the movements in George Han’s hands were not finished. As soon as his hands melted, a huge 

axe appeared directly in his hands, and the one who directly covered his face turned towards the white-

faced jade demon. 

Even a person like the white-faced jade demon who has experienced countless battles, facing this 

situation at this time, has the feeling that my mother’s mentality has collapsed. 

“What the hell are you still doing?” The white-faced jade demon subconsciously blocked, he no longer 

knew 

which one to block, so he could only do it casually, shouting at the three bastards. 

The three of them looked at each other, although it did make Han Sanqianzhen forget it for a while, but 

after all, he was in the same group with the white-faced jade demon. 

Reversely, someone blocked the front. 

Thinking of this, the three nodded to each other and wanted to join. 

But at this time, there was a loud bang, and the three of them were about to take off, but all of them 

stopped in place abruptly. 

Although Wan Jian blocked, and even the energy was against the Skyfire Moon Wheel behind him, but 

because of this resistance, the white-faced jade demon was unable to resist George Han’s giant axe at 

all, and could only symbolically quickly withdraw to avoid being hit. key point. 

Simply, everything is within the calculation of the white-faced jade demon. Although the attack of the 

giant axe still hit him a little, but generally 

The danger is gone. 

He has weighed it, the sword is fierce, and the fire and electricity behind him are obviously not easy. 

Only the axe that is not sharp in George Han’s hand is the weakest link in the attack. 

Therefore, as long as he is not completely hit by the giant axe, judging from the sharpness of the giant 

axe, it is not enough to cause serious damage to himself. 

The fact is also true, although the giant axe fell, it missed his body perfectly, just dragged his long nails 

and chopped it on the open space of ****. 

This is not affected in any way, on the contrary, it is an opportunity for him. 



The weapon of the white-faced jade demon is the ten incomparably slender nails between his fingers, 

but although it is a nail, it is far harder and sharper than many magic weapons, not to mention a mere 

nail that is not very sharp, even if it is a famous one The Purple Gold Divine Soldier is 

definitely not false. 

Therefore, as long as he lifts his fingernails, he will definitely blow the giant axe that is on top of it, and 

attack George Han with gravity. Before he can react, he can launch a counterattack, and he will 

definitely lose. 

Thinking of this, the white-faced Jade Demon 

gave a gloomy smile, but… sometimes, when he smiled, he laughed, and then there was no more. 

The ideal is plump, but the reality is sometimes skinny. 

When the white-faced jade demon tried to lift his nails, he didn’t feel any resistance. He tried too hard 

but still pulled the axe. Instead, he lost his center of gravity and stumbled. 

But he didn’t have time to think about it, because the empty nails on his hands had made him fall into 

sluggishness. 

The nails were broken by the roots, and the fractures were crisp and neat, which 

meant that the indestructible nails on his hands were not only not what he imagined, but they were 

broken directly and easily like someone chopped melons and vegetables. 

How the f*** is this possible? ! 

His fingernails are close to those of the Purple-Gold Divine Soldier. What the hell is this broken bronze 

axe in front of him? ! 

The white-faced jade demon was stupid, so why didn’t the other three people suddenly stand in place 

because they saw this situation? 

They are all top masters, how can they not be familiar with each other? 

The ten nails of the white-faced jade demon are equivalent to carrying ten purple-gold daggers, which 

can kill people, but… 

However, at this moment, George Han suddenly looked back at the three of them, and said coldly Said: 

“Aren’t you going to go? Why did you stop?” The 

three of them looked at each other for a while, and then an incredible scene happened… 

Chapter 3319 

I saw that almost all of the three subconsciously not only did not move forward, but each took three 

steps back. 

This is the top super master, and it is three at a time! 



Only others have always run back when they see their legs are weak. When is it their turn to run back 

when they see others? 

If you say this, no one will believe it. 

Therefore, a bunch of elites were dumbfounded, and the white-faced jade demon was also 

dumbfounded, but no matter how dumbfounded, whoever was dumbfounded, their movements were 

surprisingly consistent and kept stepping back. 

Although the white-faced jade demon sat on the ground, he still twisted his butt and rubbed his legs and 

kept retreating. 

Seeing this situation, George Han smiled lightly. He knew that his ferocious operation had successfully 

deterred everyone present. 

Less is more, and the only way to win is to make the 

party with more fear. 

Because whether it is a wheel battle or something else, the one who suffers will always be the side with 

the smaller number of people. 

When the so-called heart is in harmony, one moves forward bravely; if the heart is not in harmony, it is 

like a pot of porridge, like scattered sand, which is the sign of a defeated army. 

This was George Han’s only choice, but it didn’t mean that George Han would relax his vigilance. The 

four great masters and the skinny camels were bigger than horses. Besides, this was the City Lord’s 

Mansion, their territory. 

This alone, naturally, can’t scare them. 

Unless… 

George Han sneered: “Then if you don’t come, I will.” As 

soon as he finished speaking, George Han picked up his axe and rushed over. 

“Whoa!” 

The axe went away and chopped directly into the air, but after the huge and sharp axe fell on the 

ground, there was still a loud noise, and 

a ravine that was half a meter deep was cut directly on the floor. 

Although Kong Shane was empty, the Black Mountain Demon Girl and the others were stunned and 

dumbfounded. What the hell is this axe? Two pieces? 

Thinking of this, the three of them have lingering fears and dare not go forward at will, so they can only 

fight and retreat. 

But George Han didn’t care about that. According to the Venerable Bigfoot, he was attacking more and 

more fiercely. At the same time, the sky fire and the moon wheel turned into two light knives, attacking 



from the left and right, and their potential even had the intention of not caring about the black 

mountain demon girl and the old phoenix immortal. , only hit the Venerable Bigfoot. 

Venerable Bigfoot is bitter, what the hell is this grudge, why do you have to beat me alone? ! 

However, this guy is indeed quite capable. 

Between , he stomps his left big foot when he lifts it. The ground that was originally huge and hard was 

just like the surface of the waves under his feet, ups and downs. , wave after wave towards George Han. 

The two sides were fighting fiercely. The Black Mountain Demon Girl and Fengji Lao Xian glanced at each 

other. Although they quickly leaned to George Han’s side, seeing George Han attacking so fiercely, the 

two never dared to make a rash move, especially Montenegro. enchantress. 

She can now almost confirm that this is George Han who she faced in the morning. After all, she can 

have contact with the four of them, and how many people can she find? Darling, in the morning, George 

Han could defeat at least 70% of her own attack without making a move. Now that everyone is about to 

fight back, how can she not be afraid at all? 

It is precisely because she is the one who knows George Han the most, so 

she does not dare to mess around at such a time. Seeing her like this, the old immortal Fengji is naturally 

more cautious. The two of you will grind me like this, and I will see you, for fear that this sneak attack 

will cause George Han’s anger to shift and attack him. 

These two people are still like this, let alone the white-faced jade demon. He just wants to take a breath 

at this time. As for the three old guys who were attacked, hmph, f***, let them suffer by themselves. 

Bar. 

I just pushed myself out, if it wasn’t for my f*** cleverness, I’m afraid I would have died under that giant 

axe long ago. 

With these three ghosts with different hearts, although Venerable Bigfoot resisted with all his might, he 

was facing George Han, who had the same terrifying cultivation. After only a few dozen rounds, he 

suddenly raised his big foot: ” Wait…wait a minute, I…I have something to say…” 

 


